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ABSTRACT: As networks become exist everywhere in people’s lives, users depend on networks a lot for sufficient
communication and convenient information access. However, networks suffer from security issues. They are; internet
attacks, cybercrime, flooding denial of services (DoS) attacks, illegal data access, and data stealth. Because of these
issues introduce a new technique GAME THEORY. Game theoretic approaches have been introduced as a useful tool
to handle those tricky network attacks. In this project, reviews the existing game-theory based solutions for network
security problems, classifying their application scenarios under two categories, attack-defense analysis and security
measurement. Game theory presents the game model in those solutions and summarizes them into two categories
cooperative game models and non-cooperative game models. In addition to the introduction is discuss the limitations of
those game theoretic approaches and propose future research directions
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I. INTRODUCTION

Network security consists of the provisions and policies adopted by a network administrator to prevent and
monitor unauthorized access misuse modification or denial of a computer network and network accessible
resources. Network security involves the authorization of access to data in a network, which is controlled by the
network administrator. Users choose or are assigned an ID and password or other authenticating information
that allows them access to information and programs within their authority. Network security covers a variety
of computer networks, both public and private, that are used in everyday jobs conducting transactions and
communications among businesses, government agencies and individuals. Networks can be private, such as
within a company, and others which might be open to public access. Network security is involved in
organizations, enterprises, and other types of institutions. It does as its title explains: It secures the network, as
well as protecting and overseeing operations being done. The most common and simple way of protecting a
network resource is by assigning it a unique name and a corresponding password.
Network security starts with authenticating, commonly with a username and a password. Since this
requires just one detail authenticating the user name, the password, this is sometimes termed one-factor
authentication. With two factor authentication, something the user 'has' is also used (e.g. a security token or
'dongle', an ATM card, or a mobile phone); and with three-factor authentication, something the user 'is' is also
used (e.g.a fingerprint or retinal scan).Once authenticated, a firewall enforces access policies such as what
services are allowed to be accessed by the network users. Though effective to prevent unauthorized access,
this component may fail to check potentially harmful content such as computer worms or Trojans being
transmitted over the network. Anti-virus software or an intrusion prevention system (IPS) helps detect and
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inhibit the action of such malware. An anomaly-based intrusion detection system may also monitor the
network and traffic for network may be logged for audit purposes and for later high-level analysis.

Figure 1.1 Design for network security

II. Existing System

Game theoretic approaches have been proposed by many researchers to improve network security. On
the one hand, the weakness of traditional solutions to network security is their lack of a quantitative decision
framework. Game theory addresses problems in which multiple players with contradictory incentives or goals
compete with each other; it can provide a mathematical frame for analyzing and modeling security problems
regarding networks. Furthermore, game theory is capable of analyzing many possible scenarios (up to
hundreds of thousands) before determining the appropriate course of actions. This can greatly sophisticate the
administrator’s decision making.
A. Game Theoretic Analysis of Intrusion Detection in Access Control Systems
The game-theoretic analysis of intrusion detection in access control systems. A security game
between the attacker and the intrusion detection system is investigated both in finite and continuous-kernel
versions, where in the latter case players are associated with specific cost functions. The distributed virtual
sensor network based on software agents with imperfect detection capabilities is also captured within the
model introduced. This model is then extended to take the dynamic characteristics of the sensor network into
account. Properties of the resulting dynamic system and repeated games between the players are discussed
both analytically and numerically.
B. Intrusion Response as a Resource Allocation Problem by Bloem.M, T. Alpcan, and T. Basar
The study intrusion response in access control systems as a resource allocation problem, and address it
within a decision and control framework. By modeling the interaction between malicious attacker(s) and the
intrusion detection system (IDS) as a non-cooperative non-zero sum game, then develop an algorithm for
optimal allocation of the system administrator’s time available for responding to attacks, which is treated as a
scarce resource.
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III.PROPOSED SYSTEM
On the other hand, security measurement is an important aspect of network security; it is an
evaluation of confidentiality, integrity, availability, vulnerability, and security risks. Network security
measurement is a large category that includes the measurement of every aspect of network security. Risk
assessment is one of these measures. Network security measurements involve the interactions of attackers and
defenders, and the result of a measurement can be affected by their interactions. For example, one of the
metrics in risk assessment for a network system is the probability of it being attacked. There is a need to
predict the actions of both the defenders and the attackers. Since the interaction process between attackers and
defenders is a game process, game theory can be applied in every possible scenario to predict the actions of
the attackers and then to determine the decisions of the defenders. Therefore, game theory-based solutions
have been proposed for network security problems.
System Architecture Design
A system architecture or systems architecture is the conceptual design that defines the structure and/or
behavior of a
system. An architecture description is a formal description of a system, organized in a way
that supports reasoning about the structural properties of the system. It defines the system components or
building blocks and provides a plan from which products can be procured, and systems developed, that will
work together to implement the overall system.
In figure 3.1 the client send request to server with registered user, and it will be login to the system. The
server will provide puzzles to the registered user, if it is not a registered user cannot be solve the puzzle. So
the system is secured. The client server transection process has only a limited time.

.

…

…
.Figure 3.1 connections between client and server

System Model
In the system propose, this project will provide two users: Normal user and Attackers. Normal users are
registered user and attackers hack the requests from the client. Here the server will provide puzzle for all the
users and only the registered users can be able to solve the puzzle. And this project again proposes the timer
to count the requests. If the registers cannot solve the puzzles with in a time, it can’t enter into the system. The
security measurements are implemented in this work which is an important aspect of network security; it is an
evaluation of confidentiality, integrity, availability, vulnerability, and security risks.
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Classification
In terms of application purpose, the applications of game theory in network security can be classified
into two categories. Fig. 1 shows the relationships between these two categories.
1. Applications for analysis of network attack-defense:
Modeling the interaction between attackers and defenders as games, predicting the actions of the attackers,
and determining the responding defense strategy.
2. Applications for network security and dependability measurement: Predicting the strategies of attackers and
defenders and evaluating the security of the system based on this prediction.
3. Game modeling:
Game modeling have two types, they are: cooperative game modeling and non-cooperative game
modeling. The non-cooperative game modeling again divided into two types, static game modeling and
dynamic game modeling. Shown in figure 3.1

Fig 3.2 Relationship among game theory applications in network security

IV.CONCLUSION

This project presents a survey of game theoretic solutions that have been applied to improve
network security. Classification of these solutions is provided in terms of the application
scenarios and modeling methods of games. The purposes of this project are to compare different
game theory solutions, to discuss their limitations, and to propose new directions for research on
network security problems.
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